Minutes of Meeting

Project

MeetMe

Responsible
Attended by
Danijel Sokac
Mehdi Kaabi
Carolina Casali
Armindo Barbosa
Joao Nadais

JustMeet
Location
FER
POLIMI
FER
FER
FER

Date

26.11.2015

Start-end
20:30 - 21:30
time
Location Zagreb; Milano/
Skype call
/type
Remarks
Skype call from PC - Zagreb
Skype call from PC - Milano
Skype call from PC - Zagreb
Skype call from PC - Zagreb
Skype call from PC - Zagreb

AGENDA:
-

Last week - Review
What is currently in progress?
Next week - Overview,tasks..
Alpha Presentation

1. Project - Review
CONCLUSION: The first week of 2nd sprint ended on 26/11.
- UserStory4.0 : “Schedule event basic form”: POLIMI students have finished it
- UserStory4.1: “As an user I want to choose attendants in the meeting or event” :
POLIMI students will finished it by Sunday, 29/11
- UserStory4.2: “As an user I want to be able to receive meeting notifications”: Milica
has finished it
- Armindo and Joao have finished templates
- UserStory7: “As an user I want to invite my friends to use the application”: FER
students will finished it by Sunday
- Carolina have finished to populated database

2. Project - Coding

ACTION: FER students:
- UserStory5: “ As an user I want to change settings” is in progress: Armindo
and Joao will finish it by Monday afternoon
- UserStory9: “I want to be able to login using my Google account”
- UserStory111:” As an user I want to manually run calculation & choose best
option”
ACTION: POLIMI students:
- UserStory8: “As attendant I want to able to choose right time slot from me without sharing
my calendar”
- UserStory12: “As an User I want to check all events”
CONCLUSION: The team will continue to code next user stories, they will be finished by Thursday
3/12. Each team will be responsible to complete the user story. The second week of 2nd sprint will
finish 3/12. The team will complete the incomplete tasks in Asana of 2nd sprint.

3. Project - Alpha Prototype
ACTION: Team will finish Alpha Prototype by 1/12.
CONCLUSION: Alpha Prototype is used for the first testable version of a piece of software. It
precedes Beta prototype

4. Alpha Presentation
ACTION: Francesco and Carolina will make presentation and will present it
CONCLUSION: Alpha Presentation will have an introduction to the project, Overview of important
events, Process related info, Communication and collaboration, Testing & Integration, SCORE status
and Prototype demo

